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Participants  

Members: 
Cathie Fraser    
Lawrence Mak    
François Cordeau   
Lawrence Charlebois   
Brad Gover   
Pierre Mayette                                                             
Sue Twine  
 
Michael Vandenhoff 

 
President of RCEA, Chair 
Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative, Co-Chair 
Vice-President, Transportation and Manufacturing Division, Co-Chair 
Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative 
Director, Research and Development, Construction, Employer Representative 
Director General, Design and Fabrication Services, Employer Representative 
Director, Research and Development, Human Health Therapeutics, Employer 
Representative 
Technical Officer, RCEA Employee Representative 

Resource Persons: 
Carolyn Lauzon                              
Susan Gamble 
Jennifer Ryan                                 
Shelley Sommerville   

 
Senior Labour Relations Advisor, HR Branch 
Acting Director, Prevention & Field Operations, HSE Branch 
Acting Manager, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 
NCOSH Secretary & Advisor, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 

Guests: 
Tim Grubb                                          
Caroline Dodd 
Dale MacMillan 
Nancy Lee Fortin                               

 
Executive Director, Security Branch 
HSE Specialist - Biosafety Officer, HSE Branch 
Vice-President, Business and Professional Services 
Policy and Reporting Advisor, HSE Branch (Meeting Support/Observer) 

Regrets: 
Ronalda Rino                                  
Theresa Paris    

 
Executive Director, HSE Branch 
Manager, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 

Meeting Details  Meeting time (duration) 

Virtual Meeting 9:05 am to  10:04 am 

 

Discussion points 

1 Approval of the Meeting Agenda 
 
The agenda was approved without changes. 
 

2 NCOSH Membership – New Employer Representative  
 
François Cordeau introduced Dr. Sue Twine, Director of Research and Development, Human Health Therapeutics. 
Dr. Twine has been working at the NRC since 2002 and has been involved in several corporate projects as well as a 
member of a COSH committee and she is looking forward to being a member of the NCOSH. 
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3 Security Branch COVID-19 Update 
 
The presentation by Tim Grubb provided COVID-19 statistics on a global, national, and provincial scale. The 
Security Branch continues tracking CBI on-site activity and have been piloting a new card swiping system in several 
buildings at the Montreal Road Campus. The system can provide an accurate building occupant list to M-1 in case of 
emergency as well as monitor the number of building occupants to ensure that building occupant levels are below 
30%. The new card swiping system requires employees to use their badge to exit the building, however the door 
which they exit must be the same door they used to enter the building. In an emergency, when the fire alarm is 
activated all doors which currently have these new card swiping systems will be automatically unlock to allow for 
evacuation. 
 

 Will this new card swiping system be implemented across the NRC? This new system is being tested as 
proof of concept in Ottawa only. Should the system prove to be successful, then eventually implementation 
would take place at other NRC regional sites. 

 When is this new card swiping system pilot project anticipated to be completed?  It is anticipated by early 
November that all Ottawa pilot sites will have the system installed and activated. 

 Who is funding this new card swiping system project?  Currently, the project is being funded by the Security 
Branch with support from the Business and Professional Services. 

 Boucherville has many employees working on site, how is the Boucherville site managing building occupant 
levels?  The maximum occupant level is 30%, however, this percentage may be at times greater than 30% 
due to required work and project activities. The Boucherville Building Authority has created a monitoring tool 
that provides information on occupancy levels so they can monitor and track building occupancy levels. 

 Are the number of maintenance contractors working at the NRC also being monitored?  There are some 
challenges with monitoring the number of contractors working at specific NRC sites as they have a different 
badge type but new protocols are being developed to allow for improved monitoring of contractor presence. 
The HSE Resources Group added that due to ongoing building system maintenance activities and urgent 
building requests there will be contractors working on site. An Employee Representative mentioned that 
there has been an increase in contractor activity at the Sussex building. Security Branch responded that 
there is an increase in contactor presence due to the upgrades and ongoing maintenance of the heritage 
building’s ventilation system. The VP of BPS added that there are also times at M-19 there are many 
vehicles in the parking lot however, this is not indicative of the number of employees in the building.  M-19 is 
a NRC vehicle pick-up/drop-off location, so employees that require an NRC vehicle would be parking their 
personal vehicles at M-19 but not necessarily working at M-19. 

 What is the anticipated duration of a new card swiping system? Will the new system be continued after 
COVID-19? The system will continue to be piloted and implemented for at least another year to monitor the 
building occupant levels and provide information for emergency response. Additional funding will allow for 
implementation in other buildings as well as the installation of additional entrance/exit points within buildings 
allowing for an improved building security system. An Employer Representative suggested there would be 
an added advantage if the new system could allow for employees to enter and exit at different doors as this 
would improve pedestrian traffic especially when employees need to access different buildings or buildings 
that are linked e.g. Uplands. 

 Currently Building Authorities have access to occupant lists, will the Chief Emergency Building Officers 
(CEBOs) also have access to this information?  The information from the new card swiping system at the 
Ottawa pilot sites is relayed directly to M-1 in real-time. M-1 would provide the occupant list to CEBOs and 
emergency response personal when an emergency situation arises. 

 

4 Review of the July 10, 2020 NCOSH COVID-19 Supplemental Meeting Minutes and Action Items 
 
ACTION ITEM 1: Send a communication to COSHs and First Aid Attendants on pocket masks (HSE Branch) 
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 A message was sent from the HSE Branch to COSHs to consider purchasing any accessory first aid kit 
items, including pocket masks, should they believe the item(s) would benefit their research centre. 
 

ACTION ITEM 2: Provide a copy of the SCOP Toolkit and Special COVID-19 Guidelines for First Aid 

 Both documents were provided to the committee on July 13, 2020 and in the August 21, 2020 document 
package. 
 

ACTION ITEM 3: Contact the Security Branch regarding cloth masks (HSE Branch) 

 The Security Branch is now providing commissionaires with disposable masks to wear within the NRC 
buildings. 
  

ACTION ITEM 4: Provide a copy of the Centre of labour and Employment Law Communication (HSE Branch) 

 The communication was provided to the committee on July 13, 2020. 
 
ACTION ITEM 5: Provide a copy of the SCOP tracking list (HSE Branch) 

 HSE Resources Group will follow up with this request.  
Action #1: HSE Branch to follow-up on the request of the SCOP tracking list 

 
ACTION ITEM 6: Provide an example of an approved SCOP (HSE Branch) 

 A copy of an SCOP was provided to the committee on July 13, 2020 and in the August 21, 2020 document 
package. 

 

5 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Update 
 
The presentation by Caroline Dodd provided an update on the different types of masks and respirators available at 
the NRC, current mask and respirator supplies in stock. She also provided information on how RPPM and HSE 
Branch are collaborating to determine future PPE supply needs, monitoring the quality of masks and respirators, new 
mask and respirator technology and upcoming related projects.  
 

 Do employees have the correct mask or respirator to fulfill their work tasks safely?  The HSE Resources 
responded that through a risk assessment and job hazard analysis the appropriate respiratory protection is 
identified. If the PPE is not available including the appropriate respiratory protection then the employee 
would not be permitted to carry out the task. Caroline Dodd, added, based on short supply, lightly used N95 
may be reused by employees and instructions have been made available to users on reusing N95 
respirators. 

 The HSE Resources Group added that RPPM with the HSE Branch have been collaborating to determine 
the best types of masks and respirators to purchase not only to meet standards but considering user 
comfort. The HSE Branch also recognizes that employees can grow fatigued with the increased 
communication and changing information on personal protective equipment, and appreciate everyone’s 
collaboration and efforts to adapt to the changing technology and information. 

 An Employee Representative highlighted that there seems to be frequent general public news updates on 
the limited availability of N95 respirators, where these items should be preserved for front line workers. The 
HSE Resources Group agreed that there was an overt display in the general public’s use of PPE in the early 
stages of COVID-19 (e.g. HAZMAT suits, wearing respirators in public). It is now known the PPE 
requirements for the general public does not require N95 respirators.  Employee specific PPE requirements 
are determined through a risk assessment and job hazardous analysis. 

 Caroline Dodd stated not only PPE is a consideration but so is building ventilation which needs to be 
monitored and adjusted.  RPPM has been making appropriate adjustments to building ventilation, to improve 
air quality and decrease the risk of COVID-19 transmission. Training has been provided to HSE Branch 
employees by RPPM on how ventilation systems work and how the ventilation systems are adjusted and 
monitored. 
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 Is the procurement of respirators and masks be solely carried out by RPPM or are CBIs purchasing and 
ordering their own supplies?  Caroline Dodd suggested that CBIs contact RPPM to procure respiratory 
protection supplies, as they have a list of reputable suppliers.  

 

6 Round Table 
 

 The RCEA Bargaining Agent asked if the NRC had concerns about employees using public transit to get to 
and from their workplace during the pandemic. The HSE Resources Group responded that employers are 
not responsible for employees during their travel to the workplace. However the NRC has implemented 
protocols for employees to reduce the risk of exposure to COVID-19 as soon as they arrive at their NRC 
building. 
 

 The RCEA Bargaining Agent asked NRC if Penticton employees have been impacted by the wildfires. Tim 
Grubb replied that the Security Branch is monitoring the situation closely and the fires have been reported to 
be under control which are approximately 10 km away from the NRC Penticton location.  
 

 Some CBIs have been recommended to purchase gowns for their first aid kits, however these have been 
difficult to purchase because of high demand. The HSE Resources Group replied that although gowns are 
not required in the kits the HSE Branch will provide some suggestions for gown alternatives and information 
on procuring gowns and alternatives. 

Action #2: HSE Branch will provide COSHs with procurement information on gowns and gown 
alternatives for the first aid kits. 

 

 The HSE Resources Group informed the committee there are a number of first aid attendants that have 
come forward that would no longer like to be a First Aid Attendant due to COVID-19. Those that would like to 
continue serving as a First Aid Attendant and have expired training will be notified of the upcoming 
recertification training in October. The training will include; an online training session, a virtual online 
component as well as training provided and tracked on the Occupational Health and Safety Online E-
Learning Solution (OSHELS). There are approximately 58 employees that require recertification, however 
there are many employees that have current training that is still valid. The HSE Branch will continue to fund 
and organize the first aid training for First Aid Attendants. 

 

 COVID-19 Supplemental Meetings will continue throughout the fall. 
 
 

Action Number Action Items Responsible 

1 Follow-up on the request of the SCOP tracking list. HSE Resources 

2 Provide information on the procuring of gowns and gown alternatives for 
first aid kits. 

HSE Resources  

 

Acronym  

AERO Aerospace 

BMSC Business Management Support Committee 

CBI Research Centre, Branch and IRAP 

COSH Committee on Occupational Safety and Health 

eHOIR Electronic Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report 

ERT Emergency Response Team 
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ESDC Employment and Social Development Canada 

HPP Hazard Prevention Program 

HPSP Hazardous Products Safety Program 

HSE Health, Safety and Environment Branch 

IRAP Industrial Research Assistance Program 

METRO Metrology 

NAOSH North American Occupational Safety and Health 

NJC National Joint Council 

OSH Occupational Safety and Health 

OSHELS Occupational Safety and Health E-Learning Solution 

PIPSC Professional Institute of the Public Service 

PPE Personal Protective Equipment  

RCEA Research Council Employees’ Association 

RPPM Real Property Planning and Management Branch 

SCB Site Coordination Board 

SCOP Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure 

SEC Senior Executive Committee 

TBS Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 

ToR Terms of Reference 

WHMIS Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 

 


